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“It’s only when the tide goes out
that you learn who’s been swimming naked.”
— Warren Buffett
Many investors, especially those newly in charge of wealth or those who need to invest well for
retirement, are feeling like one of Buffett’s bathers caught without a suit at low tide.
The world has changed dramatically in recent decades, but the way most prepare for retirement,
protect their personal wealth, and invest their retirement nest egg has not.
At Berkson Asset Management, we believe that many investors and trustees are
missing out on key opportunities to grow and enhance their wealth for the longterm. You may be caught in a cycle of frustration brought on by trying to manage
the money yourself.
You may be tempted to chase the latest investment sector or hot opportunity. You
may be paying high fees, commissions, or taxes on investments that never really pay
off. Or, you may try to “time” the market or work with a broker who claims that
they can.
This White Paper, A System for Accomplishing Your Long-Term Investment Goals, identifies the
common mistakes most investors make today in trying to grow and protect their wealth. We also
offer a client-focused vision for investing and wealth management to help readers successfully
invest for the long-term and for their retirement.
We reveal key risks most of us face in relation to our wealth. And the White Paper introduces you
to our investment management process designed for better results moving forward.
Whether you are a successful business owner, a couple who has saved over a lifetime, someone
newly in charge of wealth, or simply seeking reliable investment advice, you can benefit from
understanding the issues and solutions found in this vital report.
We urge you to read A System for Accomplishing Your Long-Term Investment Goals. Then, we
recommend you set-up a no-obligation Financial Planning Goals Discovery meeting where we can
get to know you and your goals and see if we can help you eliminate key risks to your investments
and wealth.
Let’s begin with…
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Today’s Long-Term Challenges to Achieving
Your Investment Goals
1. Suffering from Low Investment Returns over the Years
Many investors and trusts have experienced little to no gain in their investments over the last decade. For
some, they have tried to “time” or “outsmart” the market with an ever changing strategy.
Others have paid significant fees, taxes, or commissions because of an active portfolio, but seen most of their
gains eroded by these costs. Many, especially those investing on emotion and without a disciplined process,
seem to sell at the bottom and buy near the top, or stay in cash as the markets make a major move up.
Many have been thrown off by volatile markets, which go up significantly one day or year, and then go
down just as much the next day or year.
Many or all of these factors may have contributed to your own weak investment performance.
This would be a problem for those in their 30s or 40s, who experience a “lost decade” where their nest
egg fails to grow, or even shrinks. But it can be a catastrophe if you are approaching or in retirement.
Most cannot afford another investment decade like the last one and need to make changes, avoid the
common challenges to getting what they want from their wealth, and work from a disciplined, long-term
system.
Let’s examine some of the additional challenges you face in more detail.

2. Not Investing in Conjunction with an Overall Financial or Retirement Plan
For the average investor, your financial situation and goals will change considerably over your lifetime.
You may be faced with a decision about when to retire. You may be wondering how to structure your
accounts for tax or estate benefits. You may want to buy a vacation home.
You may be in the process of retiring and moving from the accumulation phase to the distribution phase
of life. This “once-in-a-lifetime” transition will be new and you will face a lot of decisions that may seem
complex.
For an objective professional who specializes in planning and managing these types of transitions, how to
manage investments through this process can be relatively straightforward.
However, the average individual or couple we meet have not gone through this planning process, and are
at risk of making investment decisions which can negatively impact the rest of their lives. In fact, research
firm CEG Worldwide found that 8 in10 estate plans of high net worth investors were out of date. (CEG
Worldwide, 2007)
Simply, we believe you should have a current financial or retirement plan, and that plan
should guide the creation of your investment strategy.
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3. Not having an Overall Investment Strategy – An Investment Policy
Statement
A big mistake we see many retirement investors make is that they have multiple investment accounts with
multiple professionals. Or their portfolio has not been properly created or managed with their own risk
criteria in mind.
They may have excessive concentrations of certain sectors in their IRA or 401(k). They may not have an
appropriate asset allocation, and they may not be using all the available asset classes and sectors to their
advantage.
With proper understanding of your goals, your entire portfolio, and your views on stocks and risk, you can
gain an investment strategy and policy statement which drives your entire portfolio. We call this guiding
strategy the Investment Policy Statement (IPS).
The IPS is how we create the right diversification and asset allocation for our clients and helps keep the
investment strategy in concert with their changing needs over a lifetime.
In addition, the IPS along with our fiduciary duty to do what is in your best interest ensure
that we are sitting on the same side of the table with our clients.

4. Trying to “Time” the Markets, or Follow the Latest Hot Investment Craze
Do you know or have you heard of any individual investor or financial professional who can consistently
identify the tops and bottoms of the market? How about a broker who can consistently pick the next hot
investment craze before it happens?
Of course, you may hear about a sector that is performing well. There are always those that are outperforming
an index like the S&P 500, and obviously there are those that underperform as well. In the last decade or so,
dot-com stocks, high tech stocks, financial stocks, and gold stocks have all had their day in the sun.
Understand that no advisor can consistently pick the top, bottom, or hot sectors. But many
investors can go broke trying as they are always a step behind, or perhaps worse, sitting in cash
just when the market makes a great run.
Did you know that according to a recent study by Oppenheimer and Company, “If you missed out on the
10 best days between 1980 and 2010, your average annual return would have dropped to 5.7% from
8.2%.” Source: (Oppenheimer and Co. 2011 Report on historical market moves, 1980-2010.)
So rather than trying to time the market, move into cash, or chase the latest investment craze, we believe
in staying invested and taking a long-term view.
Let the long-term momentum of the market, its ability to produce returns above inflation,
and the power of compounding work for you over time.

5. Paying Excessive Fees
When I review the portfolio of a new client, we will discuss what is in the account, why they own it, and
what fees they are incurring. This seems like a very simple exercise, and one would think important for
those investing for the long-term.
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However, the majority of individuals and couples I meet are not investing the way they think they are.
Or they may not understand what they own and why. They may have outdated investments that are not
appropriate for their current goals.
They may stay invested in funds which have been bad performers, for years or a decade or more.
And they may be incurring significant annual investment fees while actually losing money!
A common problem we see is paying excess commissions or fees. Sometimes, these commissions and fees
are disclosed, sometimes they are not. They can include transaction fees, sales fees, management fees, and
many other types of fees. Often, these fees can eat away all, or a large portion, of your investment gains.
The bottom line is it is critical to have an understanding of not only what you are invested in, and why, but
also how much your investment strategy costs.
In our opinion, an efficiently designed portfolio which minimizes overall costs is one of the
easy ways to get closer to your overall goals. You should also understand any costs or fees
associated with your investments.

6. Thinking You are Diversified When You are Not
We take the investment portfolio of a prospective client through a thorough review as part of our initial
management process.
This review is important because no one, not even an extraordinary investor like Warren Buffet, has a
crystal ball on his or her desk to predict the future and grasp precisely what each world event will mean for
the markets. The markets are too complex for that.
We believe, based on decades of investment history and market cycles, that certain types of events will
tend to have certain impacts on sectors such as the broader equity markets. At a very simple level, bear
markets and bull markets in equities tend to go in cycles – one follows the other. We can test to find out if
your portfolio is prepared for these events or, possibly, overexposed in any one area.
When we subject the portfolios of new clients to an analysis of their ability to survive under certain
scenarios, the portfolios simply don’t meet expectations. This is news to most, as they think just because
they own a basket of stock and bond funds that they are diversified.
For example, many new clients we meet today were over-allocated with large, financial sector stocks right
before the 2008-2009 downturn, and guess what was one of the worst performing sectors during this
time? In other cases, new clients may have held non-performing individual stocks for years, hoping it would
repeat excellent performance from days gone by.
We come from the school that can be summarized in the spirit of “Protect the portfolio from the downside
and the upside will likely take care of itself.” Having a well diversified portfolio is a smart step in this
direction.
This sounds like common sense. We have discovered, however, that this philosophy is rarely guiding the
portfolios of the new clients we meet.
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7. Investing on Emotion Rather than with a Disciplined System
This is one of the challenges of volatile markets. And it can play havoc with our emotions.
You may have heard that “fear and greed” drive the markets. If you are investing on emotion you may
be fearful at the wrong time and sell at the bottom, or you may be greedy at the wrong time and buy at
the top. As a result of this “fear and greed” cycle, many investors do FAR WORSE than the average
market return.
Historically, we know that faced with much volatility and market movements, investors without a
disciplined process will, on average, under-perform the market by about 5.31%.
That’s what this chart from independent firm DALBAR explains. Over the recent 20 year period, the S&P
500 Index achieved a 9.14% return, while the Average Equity Fund Investor got a 3.83% return — an
“emotional penalty” of 5.31%.

DALBAR Quantitative Analysis of Investor Behavior
Ending values and average annual total returns of hypothetical $100,000 initial investments for 20 years ended 12/31/10

$575,112
9.14%
Investor returns
Invesment returns

$379,191
6.89%

$100,000
initial
investment

$212,059
3.83%

$122,261
1.01%

Equity Investor

S&P 500 Index

Fixed-Income Investor

Barclays Capital
U.S. Aggregate Index

Source: DALBAR (average equity and fixed-income investors data). DALBAR uses data from the Investment Company Institute,
Standard & Poor’s and Barclays Capital index products to compare mutual fund investor behavior with an appropriate set of
benchmarks. These behaviors are then used to simulate the “average investor.” Hypothetical equity and fixed-income investor
investments are based on average annual total returns. The indexes are unmanaged, and their results include reinvested dividends
and/or distributions but do not reflect the effect of sales charges, commissions, account fees, expenses or taxes.

It shows, especially with today’s volatile markets, that investors working out of emotion,
rather than from discipline, can be their own worst enemy.
In my experience, most individuals don’t want to spend the time, nor do they have the interest or
expertise, to create and follow a disciplined investment process that will give them a reasonable chance of
accomplishing their most important goals.
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How Today’s Volatile Markets and “Do-Something” Media
Culture Can Take You Off Your Investment Course
In summary, there are numerous challenges to accomplishing your long-term investing objectives.
Life and the markets can throw a lot of “curve balls” at you which can put your dreams of a comfortable
retirement at risk and hurt your lifestyle in your later years. They include:
• Retirement investing and volatile markets put a premium on having a disciplined process and not
making “emotional mistakes,”
• Long-term retirement planning and the forces of inflation as well as the risks from volatile
markets can make it much more difficult to create the income streams most will need in
retirement to support their lifestyle,
• Major investment losses right before or after retirement, based on the “math-of-getting-even,”
can set you back many years, or worse, jeopardize your lifestyle in later years, and
• Volatile markets can quickly expose flaws in your diversification strategy and tactics. (We have
found most investors are not truly diversified.)
Thus, while today’s markets throw a lot of challenges at us, the good news is there is a way to smoothly
“navigate our investment ship in rough seas”.
Let me briefly introduce you to a strategy designed to help you both manage today’s volatility and to create
the kind of long-term investment returns to meet your goals.

Berkson Asset Management’s System for Long-Term
Investing Success
“Bull markets are born on pessimism, grow on skepticism,
mature on optimism and die on euphoria. The time of maximum
pessimism is the best time to buy, and the time of maximum
optimism is the best time to sell.”
— Sir John Templeton
The world is dramatically different from what it was 10 or 20 years ago.
We see, however, that the way most people in our industry practice Investment Management has changed
very little, if at all.
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That is why we developed an Investment Management System which encompasses five key areas:

1. Financial Planning Goals Discovery
“A successful wealth management plan begins with
your values, goals, and personal compass.”
— Steve Berkson
The start of the journey is you.
This encompasses your overall financial goals, what you value most, how you like to spend your time and
your money, what you want for your family, how you see your legacy, and more.
With our Discovery process we leverage the power of questions. For example, we’ll ask you:
1. What concerns you most about your wealth and the future?
2. For you, how do you want your money to be managed?
3. What is your desired legacy or goal for your wealth?
4. What are your important personal goals, now and in the future?
5. How would you like to work with a financial advisor?
Preserving and managing investments and wealth is both personal and comprehensive. A broad diagnosis
of the current situation and your long-term goals are vital, including which investments are part of the mix
and why.
Many of our new clients had avoided this type of exploration in the past because they were concerned that
a more thorough analysis would be difficult. Or they feared that it would require them to cut back on their
lifestyle.
For virtually all of our clients, we find this is not the case. They can typically do
more than they realize with their current retirement accounts, and they find the
process can provide clarity and confidence.
We believe investment planning cannot be done without the overall financial and retirement goals defined.
An investment portfolio, for example, must be created and managed with tax planning considerations in
mind. The outcome is that you will be much less likely to get a big, unexpected tax bill as a result of the
investment plan.
You also need to consider estate planning goals, unexpected health issues, insurance in the event of death
or disability, business interests, trust charters, and other challenges specific to you and your family situation.
In the next step, we analyze and address these issues.
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2. Analyze Your Current Financial and Wealth Management Situation
“We are largely in the business of creating and managing a
custom investment management plan for each client – one that
can vary year-to-year with tax law changes, or even sudden
changes in a client’s life. Our focus, processes, and our team of
inside and outside experts, constantly working for our client,
contribute to our client’s financial future.”
— Steve Berkson
Virtually everyone has some sort of special situation or complex wealth management need. Tax
requirements, trust guidelines, estate plans, insurance, asset protection, and wealth transfer laws can
change, which can require ongoing planning and management even if your own situation remains static.
Our typical client approaching retirement has several moving pieces that need to be considered and most
often addressed annually.
To get started, we identify, analyze, and integrate all factors into the process that may have a
bearing on these decisions, including the portfolio’s objectives.
The portfolio’s investment objectives specify the results that we would equate with a successful investment
program. For example, a common objective for investment committees of retirement plans and foundations
is to produce a total rate of return that exceeds the rate of inflation by a specified amount.
In addition to determining the portfolio’s missions and objectives, we analyze information and details
relating to:
• The length of time a particular investment strategy can be followed (time horizon).
• The portfolio’s cash flow (contributions/withdrawals).
• Regulations, trust documents, or legal instruments that could constrain investment choices.
• The types of risk to which the portfolio is exposed and the types of risk the investor is willing to
accept.
And as we manage the process, we also coordinate your team of wealth management specialists and keep
you updated as needed.
The outcome: You gain the advantage of having a team of experts at your disposal
while avoiding the headaches of spending time trying to manage the entire
process yourself.
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3. Creating Your Investment Portfolio Strategy – The Investment Policy
Statement
“An investment strategy is unique to each individual,
much like a fingerprint.”
— Steve Berkson
A key component of investment management is managing your investments with your goals and
your tolerance for risk in mind. This important step, which many fail to take, requires a foundational
understanding of your financial picture which leads to a guiding strategy.

We call this the Investment Policy Statement (IPS).
We utilize the IPS as, in essence, a business plan. First and foremost, its purpose is to state our clients’
realistic long-term investment goals.
Properly designed, an investment policy is more than a description of our clients’ investment programs.
Rather, it is the formal, long-range strategic plan that allows each client to coordinate the management of
the portfolio’s investment program in a logical and consistent manner.
There are a number of reasons why a comprehensive IPS is important. For the individual investor,
the IPS provides logical guidance during implementation of an investment strategy. Often intelligent
investors make the mistake of entering into periods of emotionally-driven binges of buying and selling
because they have no formal guideposts to mark their investment boundaries.
For the investment committee, particularly one with a high turnover of members, the IPS ensures continuity
of the investment strategy and may keep future members from second guessing the actions of the original
members. For foundation and/or endowment committees, the IPS provides donors the best proof of the
organization’s stewardship.
For a surviving spouse, the IPS provides rational guidance and continuity at a time of high stress and
uncertainty.
As we will discuss in a later section, your asset allocation and investment plans are not “set once and
forgotten.” We are constantly monitoring macro factors, changes in investments, and keeping your ever
changing life situation in mind to either update your IPS or change the investment mix for your benefit.

4. Design the Portfolio and Implement the Investment Policy
This step determines the optimal portfolio mix (asset allocation) that will satisfy the investment objectives.
A portfolio’s asset mix or asset allocation refers to the percentages that are invested in various asset classes,
such as domestic stocks, domestic bonds, cash, real estate, international stocks, international bonds, etc.
The choice of an asset mix outweighs all other decisions in terms of the ultimate impact on a portfolio’s
investment performance.
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In a study by three leading financial analysts,
it was determined that on average 93.7% of
a portfolio’s performance could be explained
by the asset allocation policy. This study
concludes that individual stock selection plays
only a minor role in portfolio performance.
We use a computer optimization model to
mathematically determine alternative optimal
asset mixes from which to choose for your
particular situation, goals, and IPS. The analysis
tools employed in our model were developed
by FI360, a leading research and consulting
firm to independent financial advisors.
Once the portfolio is designed and the
IPS implemented, we start monitoring the
portfolio and functioning in a supervisory
capacity, as you will find in the next step.

Asset
Allocation
= 94%

Source: Brinson, Gary, Randolph Hood and Gilbert Beebower.
Determinants of Portfolio Performance,” Financial Analysts
Journal, July-August 1986, pp. 39-44 Brinson study

5. Ongoing Wealth and
Investment Management and Monitoring
“The essence of investment management is the management
of RISKS, not the management of RETURNS. Well managed
portfolios start with this precept.”
— Benjamin Graham
As a client, you can benefit from our constant monitoring of all major aspects which affect your investment
portfolio and your wealth management plan.
We are investing within the context of evolving personal and wealth situations, emerging investment
opportunities, uncertain economies, and volatile markets. We are especially mindful of the evaluation of
risk, asset allocation targets, and the impact of costs and taxes on your portfolio.
The factors we monitor include our macro economic data, market indices, market movements, research
from leading economists, and the individual investments themselves.
At the client level, we conduct periodic reviews of performance and also risk testing of your portfolios in
addition to considering adjustments as a client’s financial situation changes. We keep in communication
with you and update you quarterly on how the markets are doing and what that means for you. We are
also available to talk with you personally.
We are updating your wealth management tactics to reflect the new realities of
your own personal situation and also new laws or external factors like changes in
your business environment.
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All of this helps our clients maintain confidence about their financial future, even in the face of volatile
markets or an uncertain economy.

The Long-Term Investment Management and Its Benefits
In summary, we feel these tried and true strategies can help you keep your hardearned wealth and maximize what you can do with your investments. For most,
that means to preserve your wealth for yourself and future generations and also to
be able to focus on enjoying your life with greater peace of mind.
In our experience, many couples, business owners, trustees, and families who do not seek investment
advice from a qualified professional, will continue to make costly mistakes both with their investment and
wealth management strategies. These errors, however, can often be avoided through proper planning and
proactive wealth and investment management. That is what we provide.
You don’t have to make the same mistakes that so many others are making. The good news is you can get
started right now to move along an appropriate path.
Our goal is to create and manage ongoing investment and wealth management plans designed to help you:
• support your desired lifestyle now and in retirement,
• give to future generations and the causes you care about, and
• know that you are sticking to sound strategies most appropriate for you and your family.
And, of course, we want to help to make sure you gain confidence so that you can truly relax and enjoy life
in the process.
So here’s what you can do now.

We Invite You to Get Started with Your No-Obligation
Financial Planning Goals Discovery
To help you discover how you can preserve and invest your wealth for the long term, we offer a noobligation, personal Financial Planning Goals Discovery.
Behind the Discovery is an easy, yet very powerful process.
Above all, we take time to understand who you are so that we can see things through your eyes. And we
gain an understanding of your retirement and personal wealth management situation and goals, as well as
how you are invested and protected against risks today, so we can identify where the potential obstacles
and problems are.
With the first Discovery meeting, we ask penetrating questions which get to your true values, wishes, and
concerns. Your plan takes direction from your own personal compass.
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In our experience, most individuals and couples are exposing themselves to needless financial risks or
significant liabilities. The Discovery process is a key step to being able to make specific and actionable
recommendations, designed to, above all, avoid losses in your hard-earned nest egg.
You have nothing to lose and potentially much to gain by taking action now.
Our thoughtful, systematic process can help you avoid the common risks to your wealth and help you
make better decisions with your money. Don’t delay!
To request this personal, no-obligation Financial Planning Goals Discovery, simply contact
Jan Howley at 818.449.3120 or email me at steve@berkson.net.
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